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Club
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The September DUDC Meeting is
Wednesday, September 14th th
@ 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Ott is a pulmonary critical care physician. His specialty is diving medicine and he was the medical director for the recovery effort for the Hunley several years ago. The Hunley was the long
lost Civil War submarine that was recovered of the coast of South
Carolina a few years ago. He currently works at MIMA. Dr. Ott
has spoken several times to our club and has always provided a
fascinating and informative presentation.
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DUDC Event & Activity Calendar
Event

Time

Member's Cost
Tier 1

Tier 2

DUDC 2005 Keys Trip

Saturday/Sunday
9/10 & 9/11

$160 + tanks

DUDC Club
Meeting
Indian River Lagoon House

Wednesday,
9/14/2005
@ 7:30 p.m

Free

Free

DUDC Board of
Director's Meeting

Tuesday,
9/27/2005 @ 7 p.m.

Free - open to
all
members

Free - open to all
members

West Palm Beach Dive
Pura Vida Divers

Average
depths 60-90 ft

Jupiter 2 tanks Night Dive
Jupiter Dive Center

Saturday,
9/24/2005 @
8:30 a.m.**

Wednesday,
10/12/2005
@ 7:30 p.m

Jupiter 2 tanks Dive

Free

Average
Saturday,
$35 + tanks
depths 70-90 10/22/2005 @ 8 a.m.
ft

DUDC Halloween Night Dive
Starfish Enterprise, Lantana

Average
depths 60-90 ft

Saturday,
10/29/2005 @ 6 p.m.

Martin
253-4713

info@downunderdiveclub.com

Contact Any Board Member to
Attend
Debi
728-7243

dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com

Michael
727-1028

mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com

Free

Martin
253-4713

info@downunderdiveclub.com

$45 + tanks

Michael
727-1028

mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com

Debi
728-7243

dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com

$45 + tanks

Average
Saturday, 9/24/2005
depths 70-90 @ 6 p.m.
ft

DUDC Club
Meeting
Indian River Lagoon House

Coordinator
Phone # / E-mail

$55 + tanks

Cancellation Policy for Club Sponsored Dives: Deposits will be refunded with 2 weeks notice of
the scheduled event or with a paid replacement divers. Refunds of money paid after the 2 week cancellation period is subject to board approval. All requests for refunds after this period MUST be
made in writing. Money and deposits are refunded when dives are cancelled by the Charter or
DUDC.
ALL DIVES MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO THE DAY OF THE DIVE.
(This calendar is tentative and subject to change.)

You can pay for your Club dives, membership fees
and merchandise with your credit card. For more
details, talk to the dive coordinator or call Ed Given at
255-5587.
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Location: West Palm Beach, Florida
Charter Boat: Pura Vida Divers
Date: August 13, 2005

West Palm Beach has got to be my favorite place to dive. The
amount of marine life on the reefs is just amazing and you can’t beat drift
diving. Today was a perfect example of why I keep coming back to the waters off Palm Beach week after week. Visibility was 50-60 feet and the water
temp was in the mid 80s.
The first site of the day was Cardinals, a beautiful reef with a 60 foot
profile. With a very slight current, we had ample opportunity to take in all the
sights. There were several reef crabs, spotted moray eels, green moray
eels, yellowheaded jawfish, cleaner shrimps and even a polka dotted batfish . This dive provided plenty of opportunities for the photographers of the
group (Russell Bremmer, Al Audet & myself) to take pictures.
Second site of the was
4th Window, part of Breaker’s
Reef. Another really great dive
http://www.downunderdiveclub.com/
with plenty of things to see.
photoalbum/
There are always huge schools
of grunts hanging out over the
reef. We also saw a huge cornet fish, another green moray and a couple
hawksbill turtles.

To see more photos of this dive
and previous trips go to:

Thanks to everyone who joined us for the dive today: Al and Kathleen
Audet; Russell and Kaitlyn Bremmer; Michael Wheat; Bob Carmichael; Jessica Buck and, of course, Gary and I. Thanks to the captain and crew of the
Sirena for taking good care of us (as always).

D. Buck
Dive Quiz by Al
A diver with suspected decompression illness may benefit from breathing 100 percent
inspired oxygen before medical treatment, because:
a. symptoms may be relieved and results of recompression treatment may be
enhanced.
b. it may make recompression treatment unnecessary.
c. oxygen stimulates breathing.
d. oxygen causes vasodilation, helping relieve the blockage

Answer on page 6
Page 3

Down Under Dive Club

After over a year of planning and waiting, 13 lucky passengers from the Down Under Dive club boarded the mighty Aquacat sea vessel
out of Nassau. First I want to send a special thank you to everyone who joined us on this trip. I sincerely hope everyone had a GREAT
time! Club members included:
· Bill “I’m a Grandpa now” Allen
· Marcia “ the walking drug store and MY new best friend “ Barnes and her daughter Heather
· Jeri “I love rum” Curley
· Dawn “The Boys of Summer” Fiorelli
· Belinda “The Doc” Dickinson
· Bob “that lobster attacked me” Jensen
· Charlie “the Original Scuba Diver “ Almedia
· Judy “I hate standing in lines” and Bill “The Prankster” Shepherd
· Keith “how did I live a week without email” Caldwell
· Tuyet “mmmm… ribs…” Mintz
Boy 4 am sure does come early, but on July 23rd I didn’t mind that much. It was time to head to Ft. Lauderdale and catch a plane. Luckily it was an uneventful flight and everyone’s luggage arrived safely. As we were flying into Nassau, you could look out the planes windows and see the turquoise blue water below. It was so clear that you could see the ocean floor from several thousand feet in the air.
We spent that Saturday afternoon enjoying the sights and sounds of Nassau. We even ran over to the Atlantis Hotel to check it and its
HUGE aquarium out. It was neat, but I’ll take the “Living Seas” exhibit over it any day. But I’m just bitter – I lost money in the casino!
After a welcome aboard dinner and briefing by the crew, we all hit the sack and dreamed of the adventures to come that week.
The weather for the week was incredible. We didn’t get any rain during the day and the water was flat as ice all week. Even the captain
mentioned that he had not seen conditions THIS GOOD IN YEARS. The visibility did vary from site to site, but never really got worse
then 20-30 feet and most of the time was in the 60 to 100+ feet range. The ship itself was very comfortable. Even with 24 divers and 9
crew on board, you never felt crowded.
The typical day had us up at 8am for breakfast followed by two dives in the morning. Then a nice lunch and two more dives that afternoon. Afterwards we sat back, relaxed and enjoyed a pleasant dinner. On Sunday through Wednesday, we were provided an option for
a night dive. All told, there were 26 scheduled dives for the week. Sprinkled in were several land excursions and fishing trips. Needless
to say, they keep you busy. Down time was minimal. Most people where in their beds by 10pm and resting up for the next day. By
Friday, we looked like a weary lot J

Sunday: After a shallow reef dive where everyone checked out their equipment
(and the crew checked us out), we headed to “wall diving” country. Now mind you,
I thought I had seen some big walls in Key Biscayne and Jupiter. But I was not
prepared for the awe inspiring sights I would see this day. Our first wall dive was
at a site called “Jewfish Wall”. It would be a pretty typical wall from a topography
standpoint as the rest of the wall dives that week. You drop into the reef at about
60 feet and make your way east to the wall. You could either stay on top of the
reef or swim through tunnels and channels that lead up to the wall. Anyone who
has dove with me knows right where I headed. I’m sorry, but that was just a blast
swimming through some of those channels – some of them lasting over 200 feet.
One tricky thing about those channels is that it gets deeper and deeper at a rate I
didn’t expect. When I popped out at the wall I was already over 120+ feet. I
turned around and was AWE struck by the magnitude of the wall I was facing. It
(Continued on page 5)

(Continued from page 4)

was like hovering in the air off the side of a mountain. The wall ran as far as the eye could see from side to side and rose at least 60
feet up from the depth I was at. But the truly eerie part was the “stare into nothingness” you got when you looked down! I could
barely make out a ledge that was probably at about 200 feet, but from there it was just dark blue. Mentally, you knew a couple of
thousand feet down there was a bottom – but it sure didn’t feel like it!
As we continued on with the dive, I noticed that the visibility was rapidly getting worse. As we swam through the reef you could see
strange looking orange “filament” looking strands all over the coral. I keep thinking
to myself, what kind of coral is that??? It wasn’t until after the dive that the crew
informed us that we had just swam through a “CORAL SPAWNING”!!!! We would
continue to see signs of the spawning as the week went along, but never again like
we got to experience on that dive.
We spent the rest of the afternoon at a site called Crab Mountain. This would turn
out to be my favorite wall site of the week. In all, we ended up diving it 3 times.
Why??? Spotted Eagle Rays EVERYWHERE! Totally amazing experience diving
with these creatures. I found one special spot where if you dropped down to about
100 feet and hung about 15 yards off the wall, they would just circle you. I was astounded by how close they would let us get to them.

Monday: After a yummy breakfast we headed to a sight called “Cut Through City”. It was another wall dive and we did both morning
dives at it. While we had the best visibility of the week there (easily in excess of 100+ feet), there was not a lot of marine life there.
After traversing to the wall, we headed north until the first person in our group (me, Bill, and Jeri) hit 1500 PSI (typical profile for the
week) and then headed back south. Now comes the trick – when do we head back west to the boat? Well, as you can guess – WE
MISSED IT. Well, Bill did… Jeri and I knew right were we where. We just figured Bill needed the practice J (you believe me,
right???) When we finally turned and headed back west, there was no boat! So we popped up to the surface to get our bearings. Oh
crap – we have a 150 yard swim INTO the current to get back. Right about now I am realizing just how much I LOVE DRIFT DIVING!
Do what you want to do and when you come up, there is the boat waiting to pick you up. Seriously, that is one thing I did come to
appreciate during the week. How spoiled we are here in Florida. I mean, come on…. I had to KICK that week to get around !
We spent the afternoon at two shallow reefs called “Split Coral Head” and “Jake’s Hole”. Split Coral head is just as its names implies – a HUGE coral head (at least 30 by 30 feet) with a crack down the middle of it. It was an interesting dive with lots of macro life
all over it. About half way through the dive I looked off into the sand and I see Bill just laying there. So I swam over to see what he
had found. As I approached, Bill indicated to take a sit beside him and look off into the sand. At first I was wondering why the heck
he was just looking at the sea grass out in the distance. BORING. But then I noticed that these strands of grass where moving in an
unusual manner. As my eyes focused I realized that Bill had found a patch of garden eels. There were hundreds of them dancing in
the distance. There were also a ton of conch’s on this dive. We even found two conches trying to ummm… Make MORE conchs :)
Jakes hole was a very pretty site with tons and tons of coral everywhere. But the highlight of the dive had to be the Blue Hole. During the briefing they said that sometimes the water was flowing in the hole and other time is was blowing out. They did suggest that if
the water was flowing in the hole, to stay out. You could swim out of the current, but it would be a HARD kick. We asked were the
water flowed from/to, but they were unable to say exactly. Guess it will have to stay a mystery. But the salinity must be different, because as you approached the hole you could see a haze/blurry effect in the water. Like oil and water mixing. It was also rather chilly
water right at the hole.

Tuesday: At the end of the “Jakes Hole” dive the day before, I had started to get a
sore throat. It didn’t take long that evening before that sore throat turned into a full
cold. So I took the day off and tried to rest as much as possible so I would be
ready to go by the next day. Over night the boat had left the Eleuthera island and
headed over to Little San Salvador for a change of pace. I can’t comment much on
the diving, but I understand that if I had to miss a day of diving – I picked the right
one as the visibility was not very good. Either that, or my friends were just trying to
make me feel better. Overnight, the boat headed to the Exumas.
Wednesday: You would be surprised how quickly you can get over a cold when
you REALLY put your mind to it. While I was not 100%, I was bound and deter(Continued on page 6)
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mined to at least get back into the water a little bit this day. Especially for the shark feed that would be the first dive of the afternoon.
After breakfast, everyone was provided with two options. You could either do a land excursion to the Exuma Land and Sea Park or dive.
About half the boat decided to take the tour and we boarded the mighty “Sea Dog” and headed in. The tour was okay, but nothing to
write home about. There were lots of photo opportunities; including the skeleton of a sperm whale.
Once we got back to the boat Bill and Jeri mentioned that the dive that morning had been fantastic. I was tempted to get back in the
water for the 2nd morning dive, but told myself it would be better to hold off until the afternoon and the shark feed. What little energy I had gathered that morning had been left back
on the island. But then a strange thing happened. I was sitting there on the back of the
boat eating some fruit when I throw a small piece overboard. Within seconds, the water was
teaming with Jacks, Nassau Groupers, Grunts, and….. at least 6 sharks. Ummm, let’s just
say that sight recharged my batteries and I ran up stairs to join in the briefing. Good thing
too, as this would turn out to be the BEST DIVE of the week in my opinion! We were anchored in the same area as where they do the shark feed and I guess you could say the
sharks know the drill when they see the boat now. As soon as you hit the water there were
sharks (Black Tips) everywhere. I know I counted at least 25, and most of them were congregated under the hull of the boat (waiting for a chum ball). But since this was not the feed
dive, the sharks were just swimming around us. We all got lots of great pictures as you
could get GREAT close ups – and that is WITHOUT the aide of the zoom VERY neat experience and it had me even more pumped for
what was to come next!
After lunch we all gathered around the dining hall while the crew gave us the dive briefing and protocol discussion for the Shark Feed.
Basically, we all enter the wall at the same time and swim to the mooring anchor which is
on top of a large coral head. From there, we formed a circle and awaited the arrival of the
chum ball. Now this is where one lucky crew member gets to wait on the surface while
the other crew members lower a chum ball to them. Mind you, the sharks have been
waiting for this all morning and I’m sure in no mood to play games. As soon as the ball hit
the water, Grant (the lucky DM) started swimming as hard as we could to the mooring
line. You could see the sharks just swarming behind him as he kicked like there was no
tomorrow. That can not be a fun job trying to get that chum ball hooked off! For myself at
least, the dive failed to live up to my grandiose expectations. You just sat there on the
ocean floor watching them make runs at a frozen fish pop sickle. Although once the
chum ball was finished off, we were allowed to swim around with them again. And much
like the prior dive, it was a wonderful experience.
That evening was the last night dive of the trip. Good thing it was too, as if it hadn't been I probably would have blown it off. We would
be doing the very first site we dove at the beginning of the week. Didn't care for the site much the first time around, and probably would
have skipped it as most of the group did. Which would have been a shame. Ended up being a very memorable dive.
When we first hit the water, the first thing you noticed were the spiny urchins all over the place. We must have easily seen 100+ during
the dive and lets just say you really wanted to pay attention to your buoyancy. It was very shallow (avg depth was 12 feet) and it would
have been very easy to bump into one of them. At the beginning of the dive we found a little sting ray swimming around in the sand.
We followed him around for about a minute. That was really fun. He was a small little guy and watching his body ripple as he swam
was beautiful. But the highlight of the dive was the octopus. It was soon after the
sting ray and I was in the sand between two coral heads. She was just sitting there
in the middle of the sand enjoying a nice crab meal. After making a slow approach,
she let me knell about 2 feet in front of her as she continued on with her meal.
Soon after I saw her start to move. My first thought was that she was fixing to dart
off, but no… she was coming TOWARDS me! What happened next was simply
one of the neatest experiences I have ever had underwater. Every other time I
have seen an octopus, they were always taking off and I would lose sight of them
almost immediately. But one of the things I learned that week from diving with Bill
was that if you stayed still, many times the marine life would peak out of all their
hiding places and go about their way. So there she was, her arms reaching out to
explore me and my gear. At first, she was just reaching for my light and them my
(Continued on page 7)
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computer. But she quickly lost interest in that and proceeded to check ME out. I didn’t even know it at first… It wasn’t until I felt one of
her 8 arms touch my leg that I realized what was happening. It almost made me jump at first. In some ways it was rather unnerving, but
mostly it was surreal! I could feel her arm exploring my leg, moving up and down to see what I was. When she got about 3 inches from
the family jewels, I figured it was time to remind her that “NO MEANS NO” – even underwater ! As soon as I started to move my hand,
she darted off. I was able to watch her for a little while longer, but even with a VERY FORTUNATE 5 minutes experience – it still
seemed too short!

Thursday: After a simply incredible day of diving on Wednesday, we were all curious to see what the next day would bring us. The day
started off with the first of two drift dives for the week. Wish I had something good to
say – but let’s just say the Aquacat team has very “interesting” procedures for running drift dives. We did salvage the morning with another great wall dive. The last
dive of the day was back at Crab Mountain. And what a great way to finish off a soso day of diving. There were even MORE spotted eagle rays there today then earlier in the week.
That evening was the Captains Dinner. It was an opportunity for everyone to socialize and drink WAY too much! Let’s just say some of us needed help getting back to
our room that night. Oh course, I’m not mentioning any names…. JERI. We really
did have a fun group from the dive club on the trip with us. While everyone on the
boat was nice and a pleasure to dive with, you could always tell when the DUDC got
together. We were always laughing and joking with each other. I think that is what
makes trips like this SOOOO special. The comradery and the good times we share!
The highlight of the evening was the photo contest and slide show from all the pictures/video the crew had taken that week (now for sell
in the lobby of course).

Friday: Last day of diving… BOOOOO… Actually, to be honest, we were all starting
to get a little tired. I don’t know how many of us could have handled a full day of diving anyways J The first of the two dives sites that morning was called the “Blue Hole”.
The site is another hole, but this time MUCH bigger. The hole is about 100 feet
across and I understand over 120+ feet deep. I wasn't too impressed with the dive at
the beginning, but it turned out to be a nice dive. When I first got to the hole, it looked
dark. But once you dropped into it - it cleared up a bit. We circled the hole for awhile
just enjoying the scenery. But the really neat sighting was the LIONFISH! Yes, I
know that is a Pacific fish. But there he was, swimming along the top of the hole.
Most likely, he is a refuge from someone’s aquarium.
Our final dive of the dive took place in Nassau. A shallow little patch of reef called
“Perriwinkle”. The local dive shops use this site a lot and feed the fish here. So we all
took down small boxes of cereal and took turns feeding the schools of grunts and Sergeant Majors. After an hour on the bottom, it was time to make that final swim back to the
boat.

Final Thoughts: Overall, it was an incredible experience. Everyone had a great time
and the crew took very good care of us. There were very few things to be disappointed
with during the week, and MANY MANY pleasant surprises. But once again, for me, the
best part was sharing the experience with good friends! So thank you
again for joining the dive club on this GREAT ADVENTURE! Hope to see
you in Bonaire next year!!!!!!
M. Wheat

To see more photos of this dive and
previous trips go to:
http://www.downunderdiveclub.com/photoalbum/

Buoyancy
Ask any diver on the boat about buoyancy, and they’ll tell you how well they can control their buoyancy. During the
dive, I’ll see something totally different. How many times have you seen divers descending feet first and crashing into
the reef or other divers? Lobster divers and photographers lying on a reef crushing the delicate sea fans and corals?
The answer is “All too often!”
Buoyancy control starts at the surface. Being properly weighted is the most important factor in proper buoyancy control. Have you ever thought to yourself: “Let me add a few pounds to make sure I’m negative enough?” Most divers
are carrying too much weight. You can usually tell by the way their swimming. Their feet are low and kicking up the
silt, and there’s a lot of air in their BCD. A diver with excellent buoyancy will be swimming horizontally or in a slight
head down position with just enough air in their BCD to compensate for the air in their tank and wet suit compression.
That’s it!!!
How do you know if your weighting is perfect? You can hover at 10 feet with no air in your BCD and a nearly empty
tank (< 500 lbs). That’s perfect! How do you achieve that goal? You have to start with the standard buoyancy check
you were taught during your open water class. If you can float at eye level with a nearly empty tank while holding a
normal breath, and when you exhale… you sink. You’re doing well. You should only have to tweak your weight a little
from there.
Now, let me elaborate on one of my pet peeves. There’s nothing I hate more than being rained on my feet first diver
bombing divers. When you’re descending, start controlling your buoyancy and descent immediately. First of all, flare
out into a horizontal position, so you can see who/what you’re descending on. Plus, when you’re horizontal, it’s a lot
easier to control your descent. As you’re descending, start adding small amounts of air to your BCD. By the time you
reach the reef, you should only have to add a little air to your BCD, and you’ll be perfectly neutral. The rest of the
dive, you’ll be able to control your depth by adjusting your lung volume.
Next time you see diver bombing divers, or lobster divers trashing a reef, think of ways to improve your buoyancy.
You want to do what you can to help protect our reefs and not be part of the problem.

A. Audet

New Certifications
MIchael Wheat - Peak Performance Buoyancy
Kathleen Audet - Junior Rescue Diver
Riley Audet - Junior Scuba Diver
David Slonim - Advanced Open Water
Michael Wheat - Master Scuba Diver
David Slonim—Emergency First Response
Congratulations to Michael Wheat for completing
all the requirements for the highest nonprofessional SCUBA certification, Master Scuba
Diver.
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Answer to Dive Quiz:
Answer: a.
Oxygen first aid may provide these important benefits:
- Reduce bubble size - it increases the pressure gradient from the bubble to the surrounding tissues to allow for a more efficient
elimination of nitrogen.
- Oxygenate hypoxic tissues - oxygen first
aid results in increasing oxygen levels in hypoxic tissue.
- Reduce tissue edema - tissue swelling
may be reduced to reversing the hypoxic
process and because oxygen is a mild vasoconstrictor.
- In some cases, increased oxygen concentrations may ease breathing.
- Relieve symptoms.
- Reduce the risk of residual symptoms after
hyperbaric treatment.
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Nitrox
FREE
de !!!
Upgra
Come join the Down Under Dive Club for our annual
club getaway. This year we are headed to Bonaire, which has been voted the #1

shore dive destination in the world the last 12 years running and was voted the #4 overall
dive destination this year. On average, Bonaire's visibility exceeds 100 feet and the average water temperature is 80 degrees. The reefs begin close to the shore, usually a
short 30 foot swim or less, making Bonaire world renowned for its ease of shore diving.
Extremely calm seas making getting in and out of the ocean very easy.
Bonaire's waters offer something special for every diver. Novice divers will appreciate the
calm waters, reefs that run parallel to shore, and minimal currents. An abundance of marine life living along the shallow drop-off area of the reef slope allows for maximum bottom time, while giving new divers an opportunity to develop a level of comfort and confidence in their newly learned skills while allowing the advanced diver to continue to explore even wider ranges of opportunities (i.e., deeper sites, wrecks, etc).
We will be staying at Buddy Dive Resort, known for their very nice and casual atmosphere, personable staff, spacious accommodations and a dive operation that has it all:
comfortable boats, complete rental and retail center, exceptional
staff, and a unique "Drive Thru" with a two-lane air/nitrox fill station. We have reserved several two bedroom apartments. Each
condo is assigned a truck rental so we can take advantage of the
60 dive sites; accessible from the shore line of Bonaire, or tour the
island.

WHATS INCLUDED:
•

8 day/7 nights accommodations

•

UNLIMITED shore diving

•

7 day Truck Rental (1 per apartment)

•

6 boat dives

•

Full breakfast everyone morning

•

FREE Upgrade to Nitrox ($99 value)

•

50% discount at resort restaurants (max $75)

Early Bird Special
Cost:
$ 7 9 9 . 00

$50 Discount

for the first 8 people who sign up!
Contact Michael Wheat @
mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com
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Expiration Date: 10/31/2005

EXTRA’s for DUDC:

Down Under Dive Club

August’s Prize Winners
Door Prize Winners:

50/50 Winner(s):

Tom Mepham— Octopus holder

$3— Kaitlyn Bremmer
$2 — Martin Munnich

Kathleen Audet — Mask Cleaner & Anti fog
Al Segona — Safety Sausage
Door prizes are given away at each club meeting. Come to the meeting and sign-in to win.

PO Box 360105
Melbourne, Florida 32936-0105
www.downunderdiveclub.com

Marty Munnich picked the
winning Card and won

$277!!!!!
The 50/50 starts up again
this month with a $50 jackpot.

